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ABSTRACT 

Models of tandem mirror devices operated with a 
test-cell insert have been used to calculate 
operating parameters for FPD-II+T, an upgrade 
of the Fusion Power Demonstration-II device. 
Two test-cell configurations were considered, 
one accommodating two 1.5 m blanket test modules 
and the other having four. To minimize the cost 
of the upgrade, FPD-II+T utilizes the same coil 
arrangement and machine dimensions outside of 
the test cell as FPD-II, and the requirements 
on the end cell systems have been held near or 
below those for FPD-II. The maximum achievable 
test cell wall loading found foir the short 
test-cell was 3.5 MW/m2 while 6.0 MW/m2 was ob
tainable in the long test-cell configuration. 
The most severe limitation on the achievable 
wall loading is the upper limit on test-cell 
beta set by MHD stability calculations. 
Modification of the shape of the magnetic field 
in the test-cell by improving the magnet design 
could raise this beta limit and lead to improved 
test-cell performance. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Fusion Power Demonstration, 
Configuration II (FPD-II), will be a DT burning 
tandem mirror facility with thermal barriers, 
designed as the next step engineering test 
reactor to follow the tandem mirror 

ignition test machines. Current plans call for 
FPD-II to be a multi-purpose device. For the 
first half of its lifetime, it will operate as 
a high-Q ignition machine designed to reach or 
exceed engineering break-even and to demonstrate 
the technological feasibility of tandem mirror 
fusion. The second half of its operation will 
focus on the evaluation of candidate reactor 
blanket designs using a neutral-beam-driven 
test-cell inserted at the midplane of the 90 m 
long central cell. This machine called 
FPD-II+T, uses an insert configuration similar 
to that used in the : ~"-a+T study. 1' 2 The 
modeling and optimization of FPD-II+T are the 
topics of the present paper. 

The test cell used in FPD-II+T has the 
geometry of a simple, axisymmetric mirror. A 
pair of superconducting coils with normal 
copper inserts provide peak fields of 15 T and 
with additional trim coils produce en average 
midplane field of 4.7 T. To eliminate costly 
coil replacement, the magnet configuration 
outside the test cell remains unchanged from 
FPD-II.3 Two test cell mirror-to-mirror lengths 
were considerd in this study: 5.1 m long, 
accommodating two 1.5 m wide blanket test 
modules, and 12.8 m long, accommodating four 
blanket test modules. The short test cell will 
replace a single FPD-II central cell magnet 
module while the long test cell, with shorter 
length central cell field coils filling in at 
the ends, will replace three magnet modules. 

* Research performed in part in conjunction 
with the Magnetic Fusion Energy Technology 
Fellowship program, which is administered 
for the U.S. Department of Energy by Oak 
Ridge Associated Universities and by LLNL 
under contract number W-7405-ENG-48. 

'Research fellow for U.S. Department of 
Energy Magnetic Fusion Energy Technology 
Fellowship program at Lawrence Livennore 
National Laboratory during the summer of 
1984. 

"•""̂ On assignment to Lawrence Livennore 
National Laboratory, P.O. Box 5511, L-644, 
Livermore, CA 94550. 

The mission of FPD-II+T is to allow a 
relatively inexpensive upgrade of FPD-II to do 
integrated nuclear material and component 
testing in an environment similar to that 
predicted for a tandem mirror fusion reactor. 
This means that test cell designs must be 
capable of providing neutron wall loadings in 
the range of 3 to 6 Mtf/m2 to the blanket test 
modules. In addition, it would be desirable to 
provide sufficient fluence to allow blanket 
testing to end-of-life. However, limited 
machine availability makes this unlikely, al
though enough fluence might be available to 
surpass the void swelling incubation period in 
stainless steels. 
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The primary advantage of the FPD-1I+T 
concept over other alternatives also capable of 
performing integrated nuclear testing is that, 
as an upgrade of an existing facility, this 
capability could perhaps be achieved at lower 
cost. In particular, significant cost savings 
could be realized if existing FPD-II reactor 
systems could be adapted for use in FPD-II+T. 
For this reason, operating parameters that 
impact crucial reactor systems (such as drift 
pumps, ECRH systems, etc.) have been kept to 
values near, or below, those set for the FPD-II 
baseline machine. The remainder of this paper 
deals with the design ramifications of these 
requirements. 

The results to be presented in this paper 
were generated using a version of the TMRBAtc1 

tandem mirror reactor physics code modified to 
take into account the addition of the test cell 
insert. Detailed descriptions of the models 
used in the code are contained in Reft. 2 and 5. 

FPD-II+T COMPARED WITH FPD-II 

One of the goals of this paper is to present 
the ramifications of inserting a test-cell into 
an existing FPD-II device. This section will 
give a comparison of parameters for an optimized 
FPD-II+T long test-cell configuration yielding 
4 MW/m2 neutron wall loading with FPD-II 
parameters. 

The introduction of the test cell into 
FPD-II makes the configuration more susceptible 
to MHD instabilities and, thus, puts severe con
straints on the particle pressures sustainable 
in the test cell and central cell of FPD-II+T. 
(In the context of FPD-II+T modeling, "central 
cell" refers to the region outside of the test 
cell.) This is because the simple mirror 
geometry of the test cell gives rise to more 
bad curvature drive than the central cell 
section it replaces. 

Assuming a peak plug beta of 0.45. test cell 
and central cell beta limits for stability of 
the flute interchange node and the (dominant) 
m » 1 ballooning mode" were generated using the 
TEBASCO7 MHD code. The results showed that not 
only were the central cell beta limits more 
restrictive than in FPD-II but an increase in 
the peak test cell beta, Btc> m u 8 t b e balanced 
by a corresponding decrease in the peak central 
cell beta, 8 C C . For example, Btc " °-53 
required 3 C C • 0.36 compared with 0.90 in 
FPD-II. Also, as the ratio of test cell length 
to central cell length increases, the allowed 
beta values for stability increase. Finally 
raising beta in the MHD anchor region tends to 
ease central cell and test cell beta restric
tions somewhat. Hence, higher peak anchor betas 
(0.60 for the short test-cell, 0.40 for the long 
case compared with 0.21 in FPD-II) are a feature 
of the designs presented in this paper. 

The DT ions in the central cell are cate
gorized in terms of three separate but inter

acting populations, HOT ions in the test cell 
and HOT* and COLD ions in the central cell (see 
Ref. 5). HOT ion behavior is described using a 
Logan-Rensink plug model." This model includes 
losses due to pitch-angle scattering of hot ions 
with other hot ions and losses due to drag on 
electrons. In FPD-II+T, HOT ions lost from the 
test cell become part of the COLD or HOT* 
populations. This partially filled loss cone 
tends to increase the confinement of HOT ions. 
Multi-region Fokker-Planck calculations were 
used to calculate a calibration factor which was 
used in the code models to account for the in
creased confinement. 

The HOT ion confinement times are signifi
cantly shorter than those for COLD ions. This 
is because the HOT ions are only mirror confined 
in the test cell while the COLD ions are both 
mirror confined in the central cell and electro
statically confined by the potential peak in the 
plug region, <t>c. As a result, large currents of 
mixed DT neutral beams (571 A) are required to 
replace the HOT ions that pitch-angle scatter 
out of the test cell mirror. 

COLD particles are removed from the device 
via fusion reactions, neoclassical transport, 
radial (transition drift pump) losses, and 
axial (Pastukhov) losBes. In FPD-II+T the 
first two mechanisms are generally small and 
the radial losses are constrained by the drift 
pump capabilities, BO the large convective 
current due to HOT ions which pitch angle 
scatter from the test cell and HOT* ions which 
slow down in energy must be balanced by axial 
losses which are significantly larger than those 
for FPD-II. This is accomplished by lowering 
<t>c from 190 kV to 61 kV. This, in turn, leads 
to a decrease in the Pastukhov confinement 
parameter, (nl). xi ai i C, from 1.0 x 1 0 1 6 to 
2.5 x 1 0 1 4 B/cm". In contrast, FPD-II has no 
neutral beam injection in the central cell, so 
the three loss mechanisms above must be balanced 
by significant cold fueling current using a 
pellet injector system. No pellet injection is 
required in current FPD-II+T designs. Finally, 
for this case the transition trapping current 
is down to 107 A from 165 A in FPD-II. 

Operation of FPD-II with a test cell 
requires higher anchor beta for MHD stability. 
This in turn requires that the anchor ion 
cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) power 
increase significantly, from 0.26 MW in FPD-II 
to 0.88 MW. In addition, the injection energy 
of the sloshing ion neutral beams in FPD-II+T 
is significantly loweT than in FPD-II (280 keV 
compared with 475 keV) consistent with 
maintaining the effective mirror ratio for 
sloshing ions greater than one (to confine the 
sloshing ions) and maintaining the peak to 
midplane sloBhing density ratio greater than 
two (to ensure plug microstability). The 
sloshing ion beam power is reduced 
significantly (from 1.37 MW to 0.14 MW) as 
well. Finally, since FPD-II+T configurations 
have smaller passing densities than FPD-II, 
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significantly lower ECRH power at the potential 
peak (0.12 MW compared with 0.35 MW) is 
required. The ECRH requirements at the barrier 
location are not significantly different from 
those in FPD-II. In this case the reductions 
in scattering and drag power losses due to 
lower density are balanced by an increase in 
synchrotron radiation losses (from 6.36 MW 
to 9.84 MW) due to increased hot electron 
energy. 

TEST CELL PARAMETRIC STUDIES 

To reduce the cost of the upgrade, FPD-II 
baseline parameters formed the basis for the 
FFD-II+T design. Certain aspects of the FPD-11 
design, such as machine dimensions and coil 
arrangement, were considered fixed for FPD-II+T. 
On the other hand, some FPD-II+T systems 
requirements (ECRH powerB, sloshing ion neutral 
beam powers, and drift pump currents) were con
strained to have values near, or below, the 
FPD-II baseline to permit use of existing FPD-II 
reactor systems in the upgrade. Finally the 
FPD-II+T mode of operation results in signifi
cantly higher ICRH power requirements and direct 
converter heat loads than in FPD-II. These 
parameters are ultimately limited by engineering 
considerations. 

The FPD-II+T design is also subject to a 
number of physics constraints. First, MHD 
stability against the m = 1 ballooning mode 
requires that betas in the test cell and central 
cell be limited to the stability regions calcu
lated from MHD theory. Second, confinement of 
the sloshing ions in the plug region further 
requires that the effective mirror ratio for 
sloshing ionB be greater than one. Third, for 
microstability of the sloshing ions, the peak 
to midplane sloshing ion density ratio must also 
be greater than two. Fourth, two stream 
instabilities in the transition region may 
result if grjT [the ratio of the total cold DT 
ion density (passing + trapped) to the cold 
passing density] is less than two. Finally, the 
Futch-LoDestro formula" for the trapping cur
rent of DT ions may be inaccurate for gn? < 2.0. 
In this study gn-r iB taken to be 2.3 which 
satisfies these constraints and also minimizes 
the trapping current. 

The sensitivity of test cell neutral beam 
injector performance to the variation of the 
beam injection angle has been examined. Results 
have been generated for a short test cell con
figuration with 6 C C = 0.20, @f C = 0.35, 
(nr) a x£ ai c = 1.0 x 10l5 s/cm*. In addition, 
densities and temperatures throughout the 
machine were allowed to vary. As the injection 
becomes more nearly perpendicular, the neutral 
beam current and power required to produce a 
neutron wall loading of 3 MW/râ  decrease. In 
the Logan-Rensink model increasing the injection 
angle results in an increase in the mirror con
finement of the hot ions. Since the test cell 
beta and the test cell wall loading are held 

constant, the hot DT ion density and energy also 
remains approximately constant. The increased 
confinement results in lower required injection 
currents to hold the hot density constant. As 
the injection current decreases, power balance 
in the test cell requires the injection energy 
to increase. This also results in better con
finement of the hot ions. The confinement im
proves sufficiently with increasing injection 
angle and injection energy for the decrease in 
neutral beam current to be more rapid than the 
increase in neutral beam energy. Thus, the 
neutral beam power drops with injection angle. 
Long test cell configurations show the same 
qualitative behavior. 

This parametric also showed that the most 
economical test cell performance (in terms of 
neutral beam power) is available for perpen
dicular injection. This is, however, undesir
able on the basis of other considerations. 
Perpendicular injection results in an axial 
density profile severely peaked near the test 
cell midplane. This reduces the neutron wall 
loading at the edges of the blanket test modules 
to values much lower than those quoted here. In 
addition, it makes the test cell hot ion distri
bution susceptible to Alfven ion cyclotron (AIC) 
instabilities. For the parametrics to follow, 
injection at 80" is used for both the short and 
long test cell cases. 

The effects of the variation of (nr) a xi ai c 

on test cell neutral beam performance have been 
studied. The results give an example of th> 
close connection between test cell behavior and 
that of the rest of the machine. It was found 
that reducing the confinement of the COLD ions 
leads to a fairly large increase in the required 
test cell neutral beam current coupled with a 
lower neutral beam injection energy. These 
results are explained as follows. With lower 
axial confinement, the axial power loss for COLD 
DT ions is increased. Energy conservation re
quires that this loss be balanced by an increase 
in the power entering the COLD population. This 
is accomplished by an increase in energy con
vection from the HOT ion population in the test 
cell to the COLD population in the central cell. 
Since the HOT density and energy remain constant 
as (nr) 

axial,c * B varied, this increased 
convection is made possible by a decrease in the 
injection energy which lowers the confinement of 
the HOT ions. The injection current increases 
proportionally to hold the HOT density constant. 
Also, each COLD particle lost axially, on aver
age, carries away more energy than does a HOT 
particle pitch-angle scattering out of the test 
cell. Thus, the HOT-COLD particle flux must be 
larger than the axial COLD ion loss for energy 
balance. This also explains the decrease in the 
required COLD fueling current with decreasing 
( n T )axial,c-

Finally the results showed that a substan
tial reduction in the transition region trapping 
current can be achieved by reducing the axial 
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confinement of COLD ions. This is because the 
particle throughput is then primarily removed 
axially rather than radially. This results in 
a modest increase in the heat flux impinging on 
the direct converter. Since the decrease in 
trapping current, with the accompanying decrease 
in drift pump requirements, is obtained with 
virtually no increase in test cell neutral beam 
power, it is desirable for FPD-1I+T configur
ations to operate at the lowest (nl) a x^ aj c 

possible. This minimum axial confinement is 
clearly the value that results in zero required 
COLD fueling current. Long test cell configur
ations show the same behavior and are, there
fore, operated in a similar mode. 

The sensitivity of test-cell performance to 
neutral beam injector parameters has been 
examined. As expected, the results showed that 
increased wall loading is accomplished by 
raising the neutral beam current and power. 
This can be explained as follows. At constant 
Bt Ci wall loading is increased by raising 
the HOT ion density and correspondingly lowering 
the HOT ion energy. This is possible because 
the fusion reaction rate parameter for the HOT 
ions varies slowly in the energy regime con
sidered here.* 0 A lower average HOT ion energy 
requires a lower injection energy for energy 
balance. This, in turn, results in reduced HOT 
ion confinement and, therefore, increased 
neutral beam current and power requirements. 
Decreasing 3 t c at constant wall loading has a 
similar effect. To maintain a given wall 
loading at lower test cell beta the HOT ion 
average energy must again decrease so that the 
HOT ion density (and, thus, the test cell fusion 
power) remains approximately constant. 

It was also found that plasma parameters are 
sensitive to changes in the COLD ion temper
ature, Tj, c . Central cell energy balance (at 
constant f!tc) requires that when the HOT ion 
energy is decreased (to increase wall loading) 
the COLD ion temperature must decrease. Hence, 
the Futch-Lodestro trapping formula predicts 
that the trapping current should rise with 
increasing wall loading (8tc held constant) or 
decreasing B t c (T ^c held constant). Another 
operating parameter directly sensitive to 
changes in T± c is the anchor 1CRH power. 
Devoto has shown in Ref. 6 that the anchor hot 
ion energy is limited by the constraint that 
the anchor ion drift frequency be smaller than 
the growth rate for MHD instabilities in the 
central cell. As a result of this condition, 
the anchor hot ion energy is proportional to 
the COLD ion temperature. Therefore, at 
constant anchor beta, decreases in T; - result 
in increases in anchor ion density and increases 
in ICRH power requirements. 

Finally, the power requirements of the ECRH 
and sloshing ion neutral beam systems are 
indirectly affected by the variations in wall 
loading and/or test cell beta through the ion 
temperature T{ c. At constant central cell 

beta, decreases in T^ result in a larger 
COLD ion density. This, in turn, causes larger 
COLD passing ion densities to be mapped into 
the end cells (see Ref. 4). The sloshing ion 
neutral beam power and the ECRH power at the 
potential peak increase with increasing passing 
density. Also, at constant plug beta, increases 
in passing densities lead to decreases in the 
hot electron energy (see the discussion in 
Sec. 2). With lower hot electron energy, 
synchrotron power losses are reduced along with 
the ECRH requirements at the barrier point. 

ATTRACTIVE TEST CELL CONFIGURATIONS 

The results from the previous section can be 
used to develop optimized parameter sets for the 
short and long FFD-TI+T configurations. This 
section will describe a number of these parame
ter sets, any of which could form the physics 
basis for an engineering design of FPD-II+T. 
Details are given in Ref. 11. Operating parame
ters for short test cell configurations with 
3.0 MW/m- and 3.5 MW/m2 neutron wall loading, 
respectively, have been obtained. Long test 
cell configurations producing 3.0 MW/m , U.O 
MW/m , and 6.0 MW/n/ have also been found. 

These test cell configurations were opti
mized primarily with respect to test cell 
neutral beam power by varying the test cell and 
central cell betas. This was based on the as
sumption that the test cell neutral beam in
jector would account for much of the increase 
in the capital and operating costs of FPD-II+T 
over FPD-II. For short test cell configur
ations, MHD beta limits are so severe that oper
ation on the marginal stability line is required 
to achieve acceptable wall loadings (r t c >_ 
3.0 MW/nr). In these cases, no real optimi
zation of test cell neutral beam power is pos
sible since each point along the stability line 
yields a unique wall loading (which increases 
with 6 C C ) - In contrast, long test cell cases 
are not as limited by MHD stability so a number 
of combinations of test cell and central cell 
beta result in sufficiently high wall loading. 
As the previous section suggests, the test cell 
beta can be increased to minimize the neutral 
beam power required to obtain a given wall 
loading. This results in an increase in the 
injection energy. However, due to consider
ations of the beam neutralization efficiency 
(which drops significantly with increasing 
energy), this injection energy has been limited 
to 100 keV in this study. This constraint sets 
the central cell beta value. 

A comparison between optimized short and 
long teBt cell configurations yielding 3.0 MW/m 2 

test-cell walls loading is given in Table 1. 
Since the two configurations produce the same 
wall loading, it is not surprising that their 
HOT ion densities are similar ( <ov> n o t varies 
slowly with the HOT ion energy in the range con
sidered). The lower test cell beta associated 
with the short configuration, however, gives a 
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Table 1. FPD-II+T parameters for short and long test cell configurations. 

Test Cell Parameters 
Test-cell neutron wall loading (MW/m2) 
Hot ion density (10^ cm -^) 
Hot ion average energy (keV) 
Peak beta 
Neutral beam power (MW) 
Neutral beam average energy (keV) 
Neutral beam current (A) 

Central Cell Parameters 
Ion temperature Ike?) 
Election temperature (keV) 
Peak beta 
Fusion power (HW) 

End Cell Parameters 
Transition trapping current (A) 
Anchor peak beta 
Anchor ICRH power (MW) 
Sloshing ion average injection energy (keV) 
Sloshing ion neutral beam power (MW) 
Barrier ECRH power (MW) 
Plug ECRH power (MW) 
Synchrotron power (MW) 
Direct converter heat load (MW/m2) 

lower HOT ion energy and, thus, a significantly 
lower neutral beam injection energy. The re
sulting decrease in HOT ion confinement, in 
turn, leads to neutral beam powers and currents 
not much different from those required for the 
long test cell (despite the fact that the short 
test cell has a much smaller effective volume). 
Consistent with the lower HOT energy and central 
cell beta, the COLD ion temperature for the 
short test cell case is only 16 keV compared to 
24.9 keV for the long test cell. This lower 
COLD ion temperature directly leads to larger 
"ilues for the trapping current and anchor ICRH 
power (the anchor beta used affects this as 
well). The COLD ions in the long test cell 
version of FPD-II+T, however, are not as well 
confined as those for the short test cell 
version (ipc/Tj_ c for the long test cell con
figuration is smaller—see Ref. 4). This 
results in larger direct converter heat loads. 
Finally, in both cases, no COLD fueling is 
required. 

FPD-II+T configurations with short test 
cells possess a fundamental limit on the test 
cell wall loading they can achieve (given the 
constraints of this study). This limit results 
because the anchor ICRH requirements associated 
with wall loadings above this value cannot be 

Teat Cell Length 

Short Long Short Long 

3 . 0 3 .0 3 .55 6 .0 
3 . 4 9 3 .24 3 . 7 8 4 . 7 0 
4 6 . 6 4 8 . 6 4 6 . 8 5 5 . 0 
0 . 3 5 0 .475 0 . 3 6 0 .56 
2 6 . 0 4 4 . 4 3 0 . 9 94 .9 
6 8 . 4 100.4 69 .5 90 .1 
380 443 444 1054 

16.0 24.9 14.3 19.5 
9.67 13.9 8.51 10.8 
0.20 0.36 0.16 0.35 
55.1 129.2 35.6 159 

198 92 159 199 
0 . 6 0 0 .40 0 . 6 0 0 . 4 0 
3 . 6 4 0 .76 4 . 5 7 1.39 
250 280 250 280 
0 . 1 5 0 .15 0 . 1 2 0 .15 
1 0 . 4 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 4 10 .2 
0 .17 0 .11 0 . 1 3 0 .19 
9 . 2 4 10 .1 10 .7 8 .53 
2.1 4 . 4 2 2 .67 9 .25 

met due to access limitations. In FPD-II, each 
of four antenna-type ICRH launchers in the two 
end cells (eight launchers total) can supply 
approximately 1 MW of power at about 30% ef
ficiency. This system could not meet the re
quirements of any short test cell configur
ation. However, waveguide-type launchers, 
which can provide up to 2 MW of power each, at 
similar efficiencies, can be substituted to 
provide a maximum of 4.5 MW of ICRH power. 
This allows a maximum neutron wall loading of 
3.55 MW/m2 to be obtainable in the short 
test-cell configuration. Parameters for this 
case are given in Table 1. 

The wall loading limit for short test cell 
configurations is a direct result of the low 
temperature and high anchor beta operation 
demanded by MHD beta limits. Long test cell 
configurations are not as severely constrained 
and, hence, would be expected to have a much 
higher wall loading limit. Long test cell 
configurations producing wall loadings of 
4.0 MW/m2 and 6.0 MW/m2 with fairly small anchor 
ICRH power requirements have been found. The 
6.0 MW/m z case is given in Table 1. The results 
show that before the limit on ICRH power is 
exceeded, improvements in long test cell 
performance may become too costly due to 



rapidly growing test cell neutral beam current 
and power requirements. 
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